Winter 2020 Newsletter

JGR Training
New enrolments Throughout Autumn, we have enrolled 6 learners onto a
training programme to complete a Diploma in their occupational route and we
have also enrolled 7 new learners who will be completing an apprenticeship in
Management.

Funding

We are very excited to see our learners’ progress onto higher qualifications and
also receive promotion through the completion of their apprenticeships.
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look forward to working with another training company, by supporting their
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Achievements Throughout Autumn, we have had 6 learners achieve their

apprenticeships to

Apprenticeship Certification.

employed

News We have awarded the Learner of the Season based on their commitment,

individuals.

motivation and excellent focus on their qualifications, while experiencing
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personal challenges during COVID.

inspiring first line

I became Matthew’s Assessor last year. He’d been making steady progress but was very

or middle line

keen to move along. From the outset Matthew was extremely enthusiastic about the

manager and

course. He manages a very busy team in a stressful sales environment and it is difficult

would like to

for him to find time to do the ILM course at work and

experience the

completed many of his assignments by hand. Matthew

benefits of

and I met regularly at Autobahn and then we were hit

undertaking an

by the Covid-19 crisis. Matthew was moved in and out

apprenticeship,

of furlough however we spoke regularly and Matt
continued to email me work. This extra effort on his part meant that he completed the
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entire framework for his Team Leader Award. I am really pleased to say that Matt has

us a call to discuss.

now started his ILM Diploma in Management with us and even though he is still facing
the same personal and professional challenges Covid brings us he has remained positive
and engaged in the course.

News Our very own assessor has been shortlisted for the Practitioner of the Year at
the Apprenticeship Awards Cymru 2021. Good luck at the Awards Ceremony in April.
https://gov.wales/apprenticeship-awards-cymru

Stay safe.
The team at JGR Training.
60 Nolton Street, Bridgend. CF31 3BP
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